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Abstract
Analysis based on scientific processes is an important factor for making decisions in management, administration
and business strategy. Actual decisions, however, are made not only based on scientific processes, but also by paying
attention to ambiguous matters. This is because decision making by both humans and organizations proceeds under
bounded rationality.
This paper clarifies the organizational culture and intentionality of people belonging to an organization to enrich the
worth of scientific analysis. The method, named AIm which is the abbreviation of Appreciative and Imaginative, is
applied. AIm methodology is constructed with the theories of Ethnocognitive interview from Cognitive Psychology,
Episodic memory from Neuro Psychology and Before consciousness from Psychoanalysis. The AIm involves semi-
structured interviews, with the framework preparing basic questions and assuming their answers, and qualitative
analysis based on the human, organizational form, and tense axes.
The AIm methodology is applied for analysis of organizational characteristics to teaching staffs of a university. The
result of the analysis shows that the average of all teaching staffs close to origin in three coordinates of human(H),
organizational form(O), and tense(T). As the categorized members are selected in higher layers of the organization, the
averages of H and O increase. These results assume that the scientific context is acceptable for all teaching staff and the
human and organization contexts are acceptable for the higher layer members.
This method is effective for comprehending the organizational status, for giving a sense of organizational visions,
and for making decisions.
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本研究の分析対象は，ある大学の教員32名である．32名に対して AIm インタビューをおこない，AIm メソドロジー
で分析した．
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